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The dynamic effective mass in heavy-fermion systems is different from the bare mass, unlike in
one-component Fermi liquids. This is used to explain the appearance of a heavy mass in the Lon10' and FI 1 are found, reflecting the strong
don penetration depth at all temperatures.
F$
frequency dependence but weak momentum dependence of the conduction-electron self-energy.

—

PACS numbers:

—

74.30.Ci, 72. 10.8g, 74.20.Fg

The London penetration depth A. (T) of the heavyfermion superconductor UBei3 has been measured recently by Einzel er ai. t This measurement probes the
nature of the renormalization in a very derisive way.
102, 2 as
UBei3 has a mass enhancement m"/m of
deduced from the approximately linear specific heat in
the normal state. Here, m is the bare electron mass.
The theory of Leggett3 for ordinary Fermi liquids
from its value
predicts that A. (T) is renormalized
A. acs(T) in the BCS theory
by the effective mass for
T T„but has the BCS value for T 0 when there
are no thermally excited quasiparticles:

—

lt '(T) = (m/m')rite's(T),
),'(T) = i~ac's(T),

T- T„

(la)
(lb)

Here, the effects of band structure have been neglected (for which Leggett has also provided a theory).
Note that A, acs is proportional to m.
The dramatic effect predicted by Eq. (1) is not evident in the experiments', the heavy mass appears in
X( T) at all temperatures. Either all the mass enhancement in heavy-fermion systems is a one-electron effect, a notion which can be rejected on other grounds,
or a theory of the renormalization in heavy-fermion
systems different from usual Fermi-liquid theory is required. Such a theory has been advanced recently to
account for the contrasting renormalization seen in the
static and some of the transport experiments. Here we
show that this theory provides an explanation of the
London penetration-depth experiments as well.
The point of view is that in Kondo lattice systems
the local moments are confmed for low-temperature
and low-frequency
Their entropy apexperiments.
the conpears in a fermionic form renormalizing
duction-electron mass for T & Ts, which is the characteristic confinement temperature, related to the Kondo
temperature as modified by the presence of a dense set
of magnetic iona. If Ts &( EF, the conductionelectron Fermi energy, and the momentum scale of
the magnetic fluctuations
is similar to kF, the
conduction-electron self-energy X(k, e) has the property that

ax(k, )/8 =0(X(k, )/T, ),

while

(I/v„) BX(k, co)/8k = 0 (X(k, co)/E„),

(2b)

so that the latter is negligible compared to the former 5, 6
If the k dependence of X is completely neglected,
the compressibility
m'/m

dn

1+Fo

djM

is unrenormalized
from its value for noninteracting
electrons (dn/d p, )o. Correspondingly

m"= m(1+Fo) = m~,

(4)

where mz is the dynamic effective mass
mg/m

= [I —BX(k, u))/Bcu]„

and not m'=m(1+Ft/3), as in the usual Fermiliquid theory. If the correction due to the k dependence of X is included, the effective mass is

m'= m, (1+F', /3).
From (2) we expect that F't /'Fo = 0 ( Ts/'EF ) (& 1.
As has been pointed out by Leggett, 7 the dynamic
effective mass mq is just the ratio of the momentum of
a quasiparticle and the current carried by it. In an orone-component
translationally
invariant
dinary
(Galilean invariant) Fermi liquid, the total current
operator commutes vrith the Hamiltonian and therefore is the same with or without interaction. Then
mq = m. This is in general not true for a mutually interacting two-component Fermi liquid (even if translationally invariant), if the current is defined in terms of
one component only. For a situation in which
the dynamic effective mass may then sim8X/Bk
ply be calculated as follows: The current operator j is

-0,

given by

j= p/m,
where p is the momentum operator. Suppose that one
takes matrix elements of this equation with quasiparti-
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~here

cle wave functions ~k):

(kljlk ) = (klplk )/m
= (z/m) o(k~p~k')
where z is the wave-function
through

(k)

(8a)
o.

renormalization

=z"'~k), ,

(8b)
defined

(9)

and k) o are the wave functions for the corresponding
noninteracting system.
For the usual one-component Fermi liquid, the
second step in (8) is inconsistent with the continuity
equation and therefore incorrect. It violates Galilean
invariance. The mistake is that one must take into account the "backflow" of other particles about a moving particle and calculate a corrected matrix element
(vertex correction). The correction term proportional
to d X/dk (Nozieress) eliminates the factor z in (8b).
The situation is different for heavy fermions, which
are two-component objects the conduction electrons
and the local moments
only one of which, the former, carry current, and for this component dX/dk is
In that case, the continuity equation is
negligible.
satisfied by (8).9 The current is then inversely proportional to the dynamic effective mass, since
=z —1

P= g„ksn (k, o. )
and n(0) is the density of

—
—

(io)

mq/m

This means that the effective Hamiltonian for the
coupling of the heavy fermions to a vector potential A

)

F'i

(16)

(T) = (4me

/c2) [N/mz

K(T)]. —

In (17) the first term is the diamagnetic contribution,
N is the electron density, and mz rather than m enters,
as in Leggett's case, because (12) involves mz. The
second term is the paramagnetic response

K(T) = c(J)/eA.
The result for

X

(18)

is

(I+Fi/3) Y(T)
1+(Ff/3) Y(T)

4~Ne'

Y(T) is the Yosida function
Y(T) = —[n(0)] ' X„dn/dE„.

(19)

where

(12)

The lack of Galilean invariance in this problem has
nothing to do with lattice periodicity. Instead there is
some similarity with the motion of a 3He atom in
liquid
He, where the 'He current depends on a
dynamic effective mass m'/(I+Fi/3) & m, because
unmoving 4He provides a fixed frame of reference.
We can now use (11) and (12) and Leggett's
phenomenologieal
approach to derive the London
penetration depth. The Hamiltonian is expressed as in

Ref. 3:
~here H~p is the BCS Hamiltonian written in terms of
quasiparticle operators and HL gives rise to "molecular
fields.
Hc and H~ are given by (11) and (12), and

"

H, = [2n (0) ]-'F;k„-9 ',

= FoO (Ts/EF)

mqc2

Fermi
liquid. Here P is the total quasiparticle momentum
operator. From gauge invariance it follows that the
diamagnetic energy term for heavy fermions is
A /2mgc

at the Fermi level.
in (14) just as in
dipolar symmetry.
be neglected, since

and higher Ff will be smaller still. Since our concern
here is primarily with renormalization effects, we will
first obtain the penetration depth from (ll)-(15) for
isotropic superconducting states. We will discuss the
anisotropic superconducting case subsequently.
For the isotropic case, the transverse gauge is sufficient to guarantee
that there is no longitudinal
response from the quasiparticles for an applied dc
field. Then the London penetration depth is given by

is

Hc= —(e/c)J A= —(e/m~c)P A
and not —eP A/mc as for the one-component

(i5)

states
The Landau coefficient F'i enters
Leggett's paper because P has
Corrections due to Fi', i
1, can
because of (2)

~

H~ = e

4 AUrUsT 1986

(14)

(20)

Equation (19) has the property

~-'(T) = (m/m')i~sc's(T).
~-'(T) = (m/m, )) ac2s(T),

T- T'
T-

(21a)

O,

~here

m'= m~(1+Fi/3)

0(m~).
contrasted with (1), the
=

This should be
results for the
usual Fermi liquid.
Now we briefly mention the modifications for an anisotropic superconducting order parameter, which have
already been discussed. Since the superfiuid density or
the Yosida function in this ease is anisotropic,
A. acs(T) is in general
a tensor. If we assume that the
bare mass m is isotropic, so are mz and m'. At this
stage of our knowledge of heavy fermions other assumptions are fruitless. Analysis of the experiments
then proceeds via modification
of (19) to the
anisotropic case as already done by Einzel et al. ' The
only change is the occurrence of md in (19) instead of
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m in their work.

The other modification due to anisotropy is that in a
general geometry (mutual orientation of sample, anisotropy axis, and magnetic field), the transverse
quasigauge does not guarantee zero longitudinal
Either a temperature-dependent
periodic current.
to
in
gauge must be chosen or, as analyzed by Millis,
the transverse gauge the contribution of the phase collective mode to the current must be considered. However, in most simple geometries transverse gauge still
guarantees zero longitudinal quasiparticle current. The
experiment in any case is done on a polycrystalline
sample and one may for the present ignore this subtlety.
The analysis of the experiment is then parallel to
102
that by Einzel et ttl. ' tits/m
F'rt is found to be
and Fi
1. This confirms the view adopted of the
heavy fermions as it satisfies (2) and (16).
There is one minor difference of opinion from
Einzel et al , ' whic. h pertains not to the renormalizations (which are our concern here), but to the particular anisotropic state used to fit the data. They prefer
an axial-like state, but within the uncertainty of the
data and taking into account that strong coupling
corrections to ) ties(T) have not been concerned, we
feel that a polarlike state adequately fits the data. As
analyzed elsewhere, nuclear relaxation rate, ultrasonic
attenuation, and thermal conductivity all favor a polarlike state for UBets.
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